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Abstract: Electrocardiographic (ECG) signals in measurements are often contaminated with different types of noises in
which include baseline noise. In case of the frequency of baseline noise is greater or smaller than frequency of the ECG signal,
it is easy to filter the baseline noise from ECG signal by using filtered methods in frequency domain. In contrast, if frequency
of baseline noise and frequency of ECG signal are coincident, it is difficult to apply the frequency domain filters for baseline
noise removal. In this paper, we introduce an approach to remove of baseline noise from ECG signal in time domain and
evaluation the efficacy of the method based on Mean Square Error criteria. We have performed experiments with simulated
ECG signal which including white noise, random and sinusoidal baseline noises. Throughout the experiment, we found that
the errors of time domain filters depend on the amplitude of the base line noises.
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1. Introduction
The baseline noise from ECG signal measurement is
caused by fluctuations of the impedance between electrodes
and skin; patient’s movements and respiration [1]. The
baseline noise also called wandering baseline, generated
randomly with low frequency and very hard to analyze since
their amplitudes and frequencies are not stationary [2].
Normally, baseline noise is a low frequency additive noise
over range 0 ÷ 0.8Hz, particularly overlaps the band of ECG
signal [3]. Sometime, the frequency of baseline noise may
be greater than 1Hz. The in-band frequency of this type of
noise makes its removal difficult without affecting the ECG
[1]. To remove the baseline noise a number of studies had
been proposed such as using high-pass filtering with cutoff
frequency of about 0.8Hz [5]. However, this is not always
available, since it introduces distortions in the ECG signal,
particularly in the ST segment. Adaptive filtering techniques
have been developed and applied for ECG signals [6]. But in
some cases, these techniques show the difficulty in obtaining
a suitable reference signal, limiting the wide application of
the method. Wavelet transform methods also used for
removing baseline noise involve wavelet threshold [7-8-9],
discrete wavelet transform DWT [10], wavelet packet WP
[11]. Although these methods are promising but they remain

have disadvantage that the precision of the wavelet filters
depends on the range of the frequency variation as well as
amplitude of the baseline wandering and it strongly varied
when the frequency of the noise reaches to the threshold
frequency [2]. Generally, it is easy to filter the baseline noise
from ECG signal by using filtered methods in frequency
domain in case of baseline noise frequency is greater or
smaller than ECG signal frequency. But, it isn’t effective for
using these filtered methods if frequency of baseline noise
and frequency of ECG signal are coincident. This paper, we
introduce a new approach to remove of baseline noise from
ECG signal in time domain. This method based on the
concept of searching all of the points are zero aberration and
shifting the points go to the zero value which are original
values of these points. From the zero aberration points, a
curve was interpolated to estimate the baseline noise. The
error of this method is error of the interpolated curve
compared with the baseline noise curve. The points that their
original values are zero called isoelectric points or silent
points. These points will be determined based on their
specific mathematical characteristics. To interpolate the
curve, the technique termed as Cubic spline interpolation is
applied to estimate the curve with third order line then the
zero aberration points returned to zero by subtraction of the
ECG signal to the interpolated curve [12]. To estimate the
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error of this method, this work uses Mean Square Error
(MSE) criteria.

2. Materials and Method
To carry out the method for determination of the
isoelectronic points experimentally, a simulated clean ECG
signal is generatedwith basically several parameters such as
heart rate is 72bpm (frequency equivalence is 1.2Hz); 10
QRS peaks, sampling rate is 360Hz; the length of interval
is 10s; amplitude is 1,6mV (1,2mV: upper limit;
-0,4mV:lower limit) as shown in the Fig.1.a. The positions
of silent points are shown in Fig.1.b. These points termed
as P_onset (begin of P wave), QRS_onset (begin of QRS
complex wave), QRS_offset (end of QRS complex wave)
and T_offset (end of T wave). QRS_onset and QRS_offset
are inflexion points, their mathematical characteristic are
zero crossing points of second derivation. Similarly to
QSR_offset and QRS_onset, T_offsets and P_onset are also
inflexion, since it changes the signal state of P and T waves
to the silent state, thus the points are also zero crossing
points of second derivation.

Figure 1. a) The simulated clean ECG signal. b) silent points position.

Aspect of biology, these points correspond with
beginning and the end of period of heart beat, in this case
generated potential deviation is zero. When values of the
silent points are different to zero, this indicates that the
baseline noise is generated. Removing of baseline noise is
the shifting silent points return to zero value. When the
locations of the silent points are determined, Cubic spline
technique estimates a continuous baseline by joining silent
points with third order line (spline). Thus the efficacy of this
technique depends on the accuracy of the silent point
detection as well as interpolation. One of the reasons effects
of the accuracy of the silent point detection is white noise.

Figure 2. a) The simulated clean ECG signal superposed with white noise.
b) The simulated clean ECG signal superposed with white noise and
sinusoidal baseline noise with variation amplitudes from 0.01 to 1milivolt
and frequency coincides with frequency of simulated ECG signal. C) The
simulated clean ECG signal superposed with white noise and random
baseline noise with variation amplitude from 0.01 to 0.5milivolt and
frequency coincides with frequency of simulated ECG signal.

To simulate the measured ECG signal practically and
examine the capabilities of the time domain filter method,
we used the simulated clean ECG signal is superposed with
white noise as shown in Fig.2.a. For simplicity, the baseline
noise can be considered as sinusoidal waves and the
relationship between MSE and amplitude of the baseline
noise can be investigated with variation amplitudes from
0.01 to 1milivolt and frequency coincides with frequency of
simulated clean ECG signal as shown in Fig.2.b.
To evaluate the time domain filter in assumption of
measurement conditions, we also used thesimulated clean
ECG signal is superposed with white noiseand random
baseline noise with variation amplitude from 0.01 to
0.5milivolt and frequency coincides with frequency of
simulated clean ECG signal as shown in Fig.2.c
If the simulated clean ECG signal is X(t), the baseline
noise is B(t) and the white noise is W(t), the input ECG
signal to experiment can be simply expressed as:
S(t)=X(t)+B(t)+W(t)

(1)

The curve B’(t) interpolated by Cubic spline algorithm
can be assigned as the baseline noise waves and with the
average filter the white noise W(t) is reduced and neglected.
Therefore, by the subtraction of S(t) - B’(t), we can obtain
the nearly clean ECG signal.

3. Implementation
As mentioned above, white noise affects the accuracy of
the detection of silent points significantly. Hence, white
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noise level reduction is necessary and smoothened by the
average filter before the silent point detection. However,
smooth signal processing is able to affect locations of silent
points. So, the first detection of P, QRS and T peaks are
performed then silent points are detected respectively.
Detection of these points can be carried out as following four
steps as well as the flow chart show as in the fig.3
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(inflexion points) respectively. Finally, based on calculating
the second derivation, QRS_onset and QRS_offset points
are detected from crossing point.
4) Performing test to remove points which aren’t
necessary determined points. These points are generated by
affecting of white noise. The loop is carried out to detect all
of points that begin and end of component waves in the S(t)
signal for interpolation of baseline noise then removed this
baseline noise by shifting silent points return to zero with a
subtraction of the noised ECG to the interpolated curve.
This algorithm is installed in Labview 2012 to perform the
series of numerical experiments.

4. Results and Discussions
To examine the time domain filter algorithm, we carried
out the experiment with the conditions of simulated clean
ECG signal has frequency is 1.2Hz. This signal is
superposed with sinusoidal baselines noise with variant
amplitude from 0.01 to 1milivolt, its frequency coincides
with frequency of simulated clean ECG signal (as show in
the fig.4); the white noise with 0.02 in amplitude is
superposed.
Figure 3. Silent points detection flow chart

1) Resampling and smoothing signal S(t), calculating the
first and second derivation. These processes implemented to
find out a set of characteristics points (maximum and
minimum points) and reduce the influence of white noise
signal W(t) simultaneously. Determining crossing points
from the first and second derivation calculations. This is the
basic determination of the silent points in steps 2 and 3.
Based on the calculation of the first derivation, we can also
determine the location of reached extreme slopes before and
after the R peak. We used a loop for testing relative positions
between slopes to check if it is a negative slope or positive
slope of the QRS waves.
2) Detecting the P, T, Q, and S peaks from crossing points
of the first derivations. To estimate the error of location of
detected points with influence of white noise, baseline noise
and smoothened signal S(t), real positions of points of the
clean ECG signal are compared with detected positions of
those points in case of the clean ECG signal superposed with
white noise and baseline noise. For this purpose, we use
Mean Square Error (MSE) criteria which presented by
formula (2)
MSE =

∑

(

−

)

Figure 4. The input ECG signal for applying of the purposed method.

To investigate the relationship between MSE and
amplitude of the baseline noise, MSE values were collected
and presented in graphs. The filter algorithm was examined
with each feature as well as combination of them
sequentially. Figure 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the MSE of location
of QRS_onset points; QRS_onset and QRS_offset points;
QRS_onset and QRS_offset and T_offset points; QRS_onset
and QRS_offset and T_offset and P_onset points
respectively between the simulated clean ECG with the
simulated clean ECG signal is superposed with white noise
and sinusoidal baseline noise with variation magnitude from
0.01 to 1milivolt and frequency coincides with frequency of
simulated ECG signal.

(2)

where N is the number of elements of ECG signal value
array to calculate MSE, xi and
are real positions of the
clean ECG signal and detected positions of those points in
case of white noise and baseline noise at the ith position,
respectively.
3) Detect P_onset and T_offset points from crossing
points of the first derivation; detect P_onset and T_offset
points from crossing points of the second derivation

Figure 5. MSE values and polynomial of set of QRS_onset points.
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Figure 9. The ECG signal after removing the baseline noise.

Figure 6. MSE values and polynomial of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset
points.

Typically, the baseline noise is not uniform sinusoidal
waves but random amplitude. Therefore, we examined the
filter algorithm with random baseline noise amplitude.
Figure 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the error of location of
QRS_onset points; QRS_onset and QRS_offset points;
QRS_onset and QRS_offset and T_offset points;
QRS_onset and QRS_offset and T_offset and P_onset
points respectively between the simulated clean ECG with
the simulated clean ECG signal is superposed with white
noise and random baseline noise with variation amplitude
from 0.01 to 0.5milivolt and frequency coincides with
frequency of simulated ECG signal.

Figure 7. MSE values and polynomial of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset
and T_offset points.

Figure 10. MSE values of set of QRS_onset points.

Figure 8. MSE values and polynomial of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset
and T_offset and P_onset points.

As the figures shown, the MSE compared between the
interpolated curve with the silent points or in other words the
MSE compared between noised ECG after filtered and the
clean ECG signal is quadratic proportional to the amplitude
of the baseline noise. This means the error of the filtered
ECG signal is proportional to the amplitude of the baseline
noise, because the MSE is presented in quadratic the
function expressed in Eq.2. Although white noise reducing
is performed before detecting of silent points but from
results of figure 5, 6, 7 and 8 show that the MSE in the case
of use silent points of QRS_onset and QRS_offset points
seems fitted to regression function with higher accuracy than
the others. After carrying out the experiment in the
conditions of QRS_onset, QRS_offset and T_offset, we
obtained the result as shown in Fig.9. As the figure shown,
the baseline noise is reduced from the ECG signal
apparently.

Figure 11. MSE values of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset points.

Figure 12. MSE values of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset and T_offset
points.
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Figure 13. MSE values of set of QRS_onset and QRS_offset and T_offset
and P_onset points.

Similar to the Fig.8, the result presented in the Fig.13
shows that detection of silent points when added P_onset
point is less accurate. This represents the difficulty to detect
P_onset points while white noise and random baseline noise
are superposed with the ECG signal specially. We also
experimented the purposed method with the simulated clean
ECG signal has frequency is 1.2Hz and superposed with
random baselines noise with fluctuation magnitude up to 0.5
milivolt, its frequency coincides with frequency of
simulated clean ECG signal as show in the fig.14.

of baseline noise and then removing of this baseline noise by
shifting silent points return to zero. The purposed method
was experimented with two types of baseline noise with
variant amplitude up to 1milivoltage and frequency
coincides with frequency of the ECG signal. The efficacy of
this method depends on the accuracy of the silent point
detection and interpolation. This is estimated by using MSE
criteria. With the detection of isoelectronic points such as
QRS_onset; QRS_onset & QRS_offset; QRS_onset &
QRS_offset & T_offset, the fluctuation of the error after
baseline noise filtered is low. The accuracy decreasing of the
regressive function after added P_onset points shows the
high error fluctuation and less reliability. Although the
filtered algorithm was experimented with a single loop, this
paper has demonstrated the potential algorithm to remove
the baseline noise with in-band frequency. In the near future,
the algorithm with multi-loops of this filter will be used
toimprove the accuracy of the in-band frequency baseline
noise removal.
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Figure 15. The ECG signal after removing the random baseline noise.

5. Conclusion
The approach to remove of baseline noise from ECG
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